Run 1827 7 September 2015
Hares : Sex Change and Sir Lance a Slut

QUEEN LATRINE RETURNS FROM THE DEAD …...
ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE OR TYPOGRAHICAL ERROR?
It was still daylight when we found a car park within 50mts of the Golden Drum, wandered across
the road and had our eyes assaulted by GREASE NIPPLE wearing purple lingerie on the outside
of his normal clothes!!!.
Now there's a hasher who likes to keep everyone guessing.
After a nice social get together on the well appointed footpath, welcoming back such luminaries
as DDH DAVE, FURBALLS, BIG BOY and SOFT CENTRE we headed off on a picturesque run
around the University precinct and down to the lake side in celebration of the combined
birthdays of SIR LANCE A SLUT and SEX CHANGE. The drink stop was a triumph, the Vodka
and Orange leaving no taste bud unsatisfied. The smile on SEX CHANGEs face led me to assume
that the drinks may not have been completely Jizz free. A short sprint to the finish and we
gathered in the circular thingy which legend has it is the air conditioning outlet for the whole of
Canberra!! The walk was given 2/10 and, surprisingly, thats what the run scored. Well done to
JUST NICK for attempting to give a coherent run report in front of a hostile crowd.
Lots of returnees including those named above and BABS, RICHARD GEAR, etc etc,
During the very quick circle in the Air conditioning outlet the following charges were laid:
WEATHERMAN was charged with animal cruelty, SUELLEN for atrocious parking, a few
shortcutters (strong denials naturally) DRUNKEN TIGER for calling in air support during the
CTFunRun, POOSHOOTA for being late to the CTFunRun, HIDDEN FLAGON for pulling his
groin in a drain, INCIDER was called into the circle because the GM wanted to sing the incider
song, PREMATURE EJACULATION was accused of taking the dregs of the drink stop home
and rebottling it for sale to the general public.
Finally GREASE NIPPLE was asked why he was wearing Lingerie?. For respect what else!!! The FRB
went to POOey.
The evening meal in the Golden Drum was enjoyed by all, the jokes were bad, the singing was
worse, there were even calls for WEATHERMANs balls to be sewn back on so he could belt out a
tune.
All in All, a great way to celebrate SIR SEX CHANGE A SLUTs birthday.
RETRACTION: Last week it was reported that QUEEN LATRINE was dead. This was a misprint.
It should have read "QUEEN LATRINE is in Melbourne". As you can appreciate, it is very easy for
the words "dead" and "Melbourne" to be mixed up. I mean, they are RIGHT next to each other on
the keyboard. It could happen to anyone. And look at the appalling conditions that i have to work
under and the impossible demands of my publisher.

